






Introduction to battery safety, battery failures and faults and responding to 
battery fires and incidents.
Understand EV safety standards particularly around high voltage and high 
current.

Electric vehicle safety BAT201/ELEC508 (1 day)   30 Nov 

Gain knowledge and understand how to carry out dis-assembly and assembly 
safely on high energy batteries.
Learn about tools and operating practices. Understand the relevant complex 
components 

Basic electric fundamentals ELEC 212 (1 day) 1 Dec

Understand the specific safety issues relating to high and low voltage systems.
Recognise and understand the use and range of electric laws and the 
application.
Be able to create electric circuits from electric diagrams. 

Further Electric Fundamentals ELEC 213 (1 day) 2 Dec

EV Battery Technology BAT 202/203 (1 day) 14 Dec

Understand and recognise the use of single and multiphase power.
Understand the function of transistors and transformers , alternating current 
(AC) ,direct current (DC) and AC/DC conversion.

Covers climate change and humans activity on the planet .
Sustainability covering environmental benefits of batteries in energy 
innovation. Air quality – the sources and effects of vehicle air pollution and 
current legislation.
Function and technology of battery technology covering battery structure and 
batteries in use i.e. charging, discharge cycles and configuration.

EV Battery Assembly ELEC 305 (1 day) 15 Dec

Prototype in EV manufacture ELEC722 (1 day) 16 Dec

Repairs and rework of EV ELEC 303 (2 day) 4 & 5 Jan 23

Understand how to prototype engineering project. Understand the safety and 
design elements to build electric vehicles. Learn the appropriate software to 
develop the prototype layouts.
Create programmes and test plans to ensure the electric machines  are 
compliant.
Test and critically evaluate the prototype against designs specifications.

Covers repair , rework and fault finding on electric vehicle. Provides health and 
safety education on high voltage systems.
Learn about correct use of tools and manufacturers (SOP) Standard Operating 
procedures.
Will learn how to log and record information detailing a “live” repair in line with 
OEM and motor trade guidelines.

Skills Boot Camp Modules

Modules can be viewed at www.emergingskillsproject.com
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